
USE CASES



Our mission is to help publishers, authors and book retailers improve the 

discoverability of their titles, by helping them to quickly and easily generate 

high value metadata from the text of books. 

Kadaxis has also developed Author Checkpoint, an online tool that lets 

authors upload their books, extract metadata, then discover and analyze 

relevant keywords to help sell more books online. 

Our team has worked with big five publishers, built a book recommendation 

engine, a book search engine, and processed tens of millions of book records 

from data feeds from the top publishers, Bowker, Baker and Taylor, and 

LibraryThing. 

Kadaxis is based in New York City, the heart of the book publishing industry in 

the United States, and participates in Catalyst, the SoftLayer startup 

incubator. 

Kadaxis Data Services can be integrated into your metadata workflow, or 

used in a direct-to-consumer or retail website, to increase discoverability and 

sales. This document describes common use cases for using metadata 

extracted from Kadaxis’ Data Services product. 

 

ABOUT KADAXIS.



KADAXIS DATA SERVICES -  
USE CASES. 

For Publishers
Metadata Extraction and Augmentation 

Kadaxis' metadata extraction service provides a starting point in defining the 

metadata for a new title. Normalized BISAC categories are nominated, along 

with topics and entities that can be used to help assess the highest value 

topics for description copy, and other data to be added to an ONIX feed. 

Book Keyword Discovery and Analysis 

Treating core metadata such as keywords as static, can result in lost sales 

opportunities. A good keyword strategy requires reviewing and updating 

keywords on a regular basis to optimize search leads. Kadaxis' keyword 

discovery tools help you find keywords by the topics and categories that 

directly relate to a book. Combined with book keyword volume data, our tools 

reduce costs and add science to the often ad hoc process of selecting and 

evaluating keywords. 

Identifying Marketing Opportunities in the Backlist 

By using topic metadata and significant terms extracted from books, 

publishers can identify titles containing content that matches hot news topics 

and trends. Updating metadata and allocating marketing budget to these 

titles, can result in a significant increase in ROI across a backlist. 



For Retailers
Search 

Search engines can be significantly improved by leveraging our metadata 

extracts. Most retailer search engines use metadata from ONIX feeds, such as, 

book title, author name, BISAC categories and book descriptions. This data 

does not capture a book’s topic content in a uniform, high quality and 

machine consumable format. Kadaxis’ topic, entity and ‘significant words’ 

extracts can strongly improve the search experience by providing deeper 

context and increased accuracy. 

Retail customers can search for books using queries such as: ‘erotic thriller 

with vampires’ , ‘books set in Prague’ (vs. books with Prague in the title or 

description) and ‘navy seal romance books with adultery’. 

Recommendation Engine - Similar Titles By Content 

Our comp title extract can power a book recommendation engine, which can 

be used to recommend similar books to a book. The source book may be from 

the publisher’s catalog or a competitor’s catalog (resulting in 

recommendations from a competitor’s book for a publisher’s books). Topics 

and locations can also be used to feed into book to book similarity algorithms. 

Recommendation Engine with Personalization 

After obtaining a customer’s taste profile (by capturing browsing/buying 

habits or simply requesting the information), personalized recommendations 

can be made to a customer by matching book topics and entities across a 

catalog. These attributes provide a much richer context for collaborative 



filtering algorithms to work with. Contextual search can also be supported, by 

shaping book results by the customer’s location and preferences. 

Topical Browse Trees 

Similar to Amazon’s browse nodes, Kadaxis’ topics and entities can be used to 

automatically generate a detailed browse tree across a catalog of books. This 

allows customers to browse by books set in ‘New York’ (vs. a limited search of 

books with ‘New York’ in the title), or books featuring ‘Elves’. 

New titles can be automatically tagged and added to the tree. Along with 

helping customers find more books, this approach can add value to SEO 

initiatives. 

Enhanced Book Product Pages 

Data about a book’s dominant topics can enrich a book product page, beyond 

the metadata found in an ONIX feed. By displaying important topics, and their 

prominence within a book, a graphical bar could represent: Police Procedural 

12%, Court Trials and Lawyers 3%, Paranormal 2%, Military 1%. This provides 

customers with a uniform mechanism to evaluate different books’ content. 

This data is also valuable for SEO, by facilitating deeper indexing of a book’s 

content by Google and other search engines.
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